CAE offers pilots one of the most advanced and respected training programs in the industry,
covering a wide spectrum of Helicopter Aircraft types. For all your courses and through every stage
of your pilot career, rely on CAE for consistent and standardized training of the highest calibre.

Our Helicopter pilot training programs combine innovative methodologies, knowledgeable
instructors, and advanced simulation technology.

HELICOPTER
TRAINING
SPECIALISED HELICOPTER TRAINING SERVICES CAE provides high quality training for both civilian and military customers for
VFR, IFR, HEMS, SAR, offshore, military operations, NVG and other mission specific training.

CAE offers standardized type rating course in accordance with many different regulatory authorities worldwide.
Approved instructors with broad operational experience form the core of the training delivery team bringing expertise
and knowledge to trainees both for practical and theoretical training modules.
Whislt standardised modular recurrent training is available, much recurrent helicopter training is customised to meet
the operational requirements or specific needs of different helicopter operators.
A consultative and flexible approach is employed to ensure that the needs of CAE’s customer are understood and the
optimum training solution provided.

SUPERIOR CENTERS CAE’s global network of training centers offer the latest technologies and training methodologies, along
with unparalleled service. Our dedicated helicopter aviation training centers boast fully integrated state-of-the-art
multiscreen CAE Simfinity™ classrooms, full-flight simulators and training devices, modern briefing rooms, and comfortable
lounges.

Each center delivers the same high level of instruction, service, courseware, and technology that distinguishes CAE as
a global leader in aviation training and services.

WHY TRAIN WITH CAE?

• Highest safety standards
• Tailored programs to meet your needs
• Cost-efficient training
• Conveniently located training centers
• Unsurpassed attention and service
• Modern, comfortable facilities
• Curriculum approved by regulatory authorities from around the world –
ANAC, EASA, CASA, FAA, GACA and Transport Canada.

TRAINING
LOCATIONS
LEONARDO HELICOPTERS
PL ATFORMS

LOCATIONS

AW109 E/N/LUH

Sesto Calende

AW139

Sesto Calende; New York, São Paulo (Q3 2016)

AW169

Sesto Calende (Q2 2016)

AW189

Sesto Calende; Aberdeen

AIRBUS HELICOPTER
PL ATFORMS

LOCATIONS

AS332L/L1

Stockholm

AS332L2

London

AS350

São Paulo

AS365

Bengaluru

H225

Oslo

BELL
PL ATFORMS

LOCATIONS

Bell 212

Stockholm

Bell 412

Dubai; Bengalaru; Mexico City; Stockholm

SIKORSKY
PL ATFORMS

LOCATIONS

S-61

Stockholm

S-76B

New York

S-76C+

New York

S-76C++

São Paulo; Zhuhai

S-92

São Paulo; Brunei; Oslo; Zhuhai;
Newfoundland

